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Abstract

The EPR-type strangeness correlation in theK0K0 system produced in the reactionpp!
K0K0 at rest has been tested using the CPLEAR detector. The strangeness was tagged
via strong interaction with absorbers away from the creation point. The results are consis-
tent with the QM non-separability of the wave function and exclude a spontaneous wave-
function factorisation at creation (CL> 99:99%).
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1 Introduction
According to Quantum Mechanics (QM), if a pair of particles is created by any kind of

interaction, the two-particle wave function retains its non-separable character even if the parti-
cles are space-like separated. This feature leads to puzzling non-local correlations between the
observed properties of the two particles. A measurement of a given parameter for one particle,
undetermined prior to the measurement, may predict with certainty the outcome of a measure-
ment on the second particle.

This apparent difficulty of QM, pointed out in 1935 by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen and
known as the EPR paradox [1], gave rise to an animated debate over the past sixty years. In 1936,
Furry [2] discussed a spontaneous factorization of the two-body wave function immediately
after the creation of the particle pair. Following an older idea [3], it was suggested [1, 4] that
there may exist supplementary variables (‘hidden variables’) outside the scope of QM which
determine the results of individual measurements. In 1964, J.S. Bell [5] showed that the whole
class of local hidden-variables models leads to an inequality (Bell’s inequality) violated by QM
under certain special conditions. This opened the possibility of experimental tests discriminating
between QM and local hidden-variable models [6].

Numerous experiments were performed, mostly measurements of polarization correlation
within photon pairs generated in radiative atomic cascade transitions [7, 8], or, more recently,
down-conversions [9, 10]. All significant results appear to violate Bell’s inequality and are
generally interpreted as a confirmation of QM and as a rebuttal of local hidden-variable models.

In particle physics, the strangeness in theK0K0 system at creation is analogous to the
polarization in the two-photon system. In addition, the strangeness is time-dependent because
of theK0

� K0 oscillation. Owing to the fast decrease of theK0 andK0amplitudes, it is not
possible to find an experimental set-up for testing Bell’s inequality [11]. But the entanglement
of theK0K0 wave function before measurement can be tested experimentally. TheJPC = 1��

K0K0 antisymmetric state, as pointed out by several authors [12–16], is well suited for testing
this feature through the measurement of the strangeness correlation. Thepp annihilation at rest
intoK0K0 allows such a test to be performed in a convenient way (Section 3).

2 TheK0K0 system
A K0K0 pair, created in aJPC = 1�� state, antisymmetric under C and P, is described at

kaon proper timesta = tb = 0 by the wave functions	:

j	(0; 0)i = 1p
2
[jK0(0)iajK0(0)ib � jK0(0)iajK0(0)ib]; or

j	(0; 0)i = 1p
2
[jKS(0)iajKL(0)ib � jKL(0)iajKS(0)ib]: (1)

Here a and b denote either of the two neutral kaons and CP violation has been neglected. The
two neutral kaons fly in opposite directions in their centre-of-mass system. The two-body wave
function depends on time as

j	(ta; tb)i =
1p
2
[jKS(0)iajKL(0)ibe�i(�Sta+�Ltb) � jKL(0)iajKS(0)ibe�i(�Lta+�Stb)]; (2)

where�S;L = mS;L � iS;L=2, mS;L and S;L being theKS;L masses and decay widths, re-
spectively. The time dependence for the intensities of events with like- and unlike-strangeness
particles is obtained from Eq. (2), with�m = mL �mS;  = (S + L)=2, as follows:
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Figure 1: QM correlation forJPC = 1�� like- and unlike-strangeness final states as a function
of (ta- tb).

– JPC = 1��, like-strangeness events (K0K0 orK0K0),

Ilike(ta; tb) =
1

8
fe�(Lta+Stb) + e�(Sta+Ltb) � 2e�(ta+tb) cos[�m(ta � tb)]g; (3)

– JPC = 1��, unlike-strangeness events (K0K0 orK0K0),

Iunlike(ta; tb) =
1

8
fe�(Lta+Stb) + e�(Sta+Ltb) + 2e�(ta+tb) cos[�m(ta � tb)]g: (4)

The coherent addition of the two amplitudes from Eq. (2) generates a time-dependent inter-
ference term which has opposite sign for like- and unlike-strangeness states. For identical
strangeness at identical times the intensity vanishes and the interference becomes entirely de-
structive. Therefore the two kaons cannot appear in identical strangeness states at any equal
proper time. This is an EPR-type correlation — the measurement of the strangeness of one
kaon predicts with certainty the strangeness state of the other unmeasured kaon.

The following asymmetry derived from Eqs. (3) and (4) is a direct measurement of the
interference, even if CP is violated:

A(ta; tb) =
Iunlike(ta; tb)� Ilike(ta; tb)

Iunlike(ta; tb) + Ilike(ta; tb)
=

2e�(ta+tb) cos[�m(ta � tb)]

e�(Lta+Stb) + e�(Sta+Ltb)
: (5)

The aim of the present experiment is to measure this asymmetry in order to prove the existence
of the interference and, therefore, that the two particles remain correlated despite their distance.
The intensities of Eqs. (3) and (4) can be expressed as

Ilike(ta; tb) =
e�2t

8
fe�Sjta�tbj + e�Ljta�tbj � 2e�jta�tbj cos[�m(ta � tb)]g; (6)

Iunlike(ta; tb) =
e�2t

8
fe�Sjta�tbj + e�Ljta�tbj + 2e�jta�tbj cos[�m(ta � tb)]g; (7)

with t = ta (for ta < tb) or t = tb (for ta > tb); their dependence on (ta- tb) is shown in Fig. 1.
Similarly, for aJPC = 0++ or 2++ symmetric state, one writes:

j	(0; 0)i = 1p
2
[jK0(0)iajK0(0)ib + jK0(0)iajK0(0)ib]; or
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j	(0; 0)i = 1p
2
[jKS(0)iajKS(0)ib � jKL(0)iajKL(0)ib]: (8)

The intensities become:
– JPC = 0++ or 2++, like-strangeness events (K0K0 or K0K0),

Ilike(ta; tb) =
1

8
fe�S(ta+tb) + e�L(ta+tb) � 2e�(ta+tb) cos[�m(ta + tb)]g; (9)

– JPC = 0++ or 2++, unlike-strangeness events (K0K0 orK0K0),

Iunlike(ta; tb) =
1

8
fe�S(ta+tb) + e�L(ta+tb) + 2e�(ta+tb) cos[�m(ta + tb)]g: (10)

Equations (9) and (10) can be compared with Eqs. (3) and (4). Again, there is an interference
term with opposite sign for the two cases (unlike and like), but it oscillates with(ta + tb)
instead of(ta � tb) and rapidly becomes negligible. These intensities never vanish after the
K0K0 creation.

3 Experimental method
3.1 Apparatus

The measurement was performed at the Low-Energy Antiproton Ring (LEAR) at CERN
with the CPLEAR detector [17], shown in Figs. 2a – 2d. The 200 MeV/c antiprotons were
extracted from LEAR with an intensity of106 particles per second and stopped inside a 27-bar
hydrogen gas target. A cylindrical tracking detector was located inside a solenoid (1 m radius,
3.6 m long) providing a 0.44 T magnetic field parallel to the beam. It consisted of two layers of
MWPCs (PC1, PC2), six layers of drift chambers and two layers of streamer tubes. A hodoscope
of 32 threshold Cherenkov counters sandwiched between two scintillator hodoscopes (S1, S2)
provided charged-particle identification (Cherenkov light, time of flight and energy loss). The
cylindrical target (11 mm radius) was surrounded by a small cylindrical proportional chamber
PC0 (15 mm radius, 1 mm pitch,> 99:5% efficiency), see Fig. 2c. A thin silicon detector in
front of the target entrance window (Fig. 2d) ensured the presence of an incoming antiproton,
thus rejecting background events resulting from interactions in the target support structure.

TheK0K0 pairs are produced bypp annihilation at rest with a branching fraction of 0.7%
[18] and evolve in vacuum either asKSKS or KLKL or KSKL (Section 2). The kaons have a
momentum of 800 MeV/c, corresponding to aKS mean decay length of 4 cm.

KSKS andKLKL occur mainly from thepp state 3P0 or 3P2 (JPC = 0++ or 2++) while
KSKL occurs from the state3S1 (JPC = 1��). The branching fractions for these channels
depend on the hydrogen density. At 27 bar, the ratio

BR(KSKS)

BR(KSKL)
= 0:037� 0:002

was measured with the CPLEAR detector [19]. From that result, a branching fraction of 7.4% is
deduced for the symmetric statesJPC = 0++ or 2++. Therefore theK0K0 system is considered
to be an antisymmetricJPC = 1�� state and a correction is applied to the final result accounting
for the 7.4% contamination.

The experiment tests the correlations of Eqs. (6) and (7). In order to determine the
strangeness content of the neutral kaons at a given proper time, two cylindrical absorbers were
placed around the target behind PC0 (Fig. 2c), each one� 5% of an interaction length. The first
was made of carbon, 2.5 cm thick and 25 cm long at a radius of 7 cm, covering an azimuthal
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Figure 2: The CPLEAR detector (the magnet is not shown): full transverse view displaying a)
a�K+ event, b) a�� event where one� extrapolates back to carbon and the other to copper
(the extra�+ is produced together with the� in carbon), and expanded c) transverse and d) side
view of the central region showing the geometry of the absorbers.

angle of115� in the transverse plane; it had been installed previously for measuring kaon re-
generation in carbon [20]. The second absorber, made of copper, 0.7 cm thick and 10 cm long
at a radius of 2 cm, covered most of the remaining angle (240�). The trigger required that no
charged particles emerged out of the target (PC0 in veto) and that at least two charged tracks
were detected by the tracking device.

The strangeness of the neutral kaons at the absorber position is determined by the strange-
ness of the state produced via strong interactions of either neutral kaons with the bound nucleons
of the absorbers:

K0 + nucleus ! K+ +X ; (11)

K0 + nucleus ! K� +X ; (12)

K0 + nucleus ! �(! p + ��) + X ; (13)

thus the two neutral kaon final states considered are eitherK+� unlike-strangeness events or
K�� and�� like-strangeness events. Figure 3a shows the two possible experimental config-
urations. If the two back-to-back neutral kaons are produced within30� of the vertical, both
flight-paths cross the copper absorber. If they are produced within60� of the horizontal, then
one kaon crosses the copper and the other the carbon absorber. The first configuration is called
C(0): both kaons have nearly equal proper times (ta � tb ) when they interact in the absorber.
The second configuration is called C(5): the flight-path difference is 5 cm on average, corre-
sponding to a proper time differencejta � tbj � 1:2 �S. The intensity asymmetry is measured
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Figure 3: Conceptual sketch a) of the experiment with a�K� event, and QM-predicted asym-
metry b)(Iunlike � Ilike)=(Iunlike + Ilike) as a function of the flight-path difference�l. In b) the
shaded areas are the regions of configurations C(0) and C(5). The horizontal dashed line is the
prediction in the case of separability of the wave function (Furry).

for these two configurations. Figure 3b shows the corresponding QM predictions, Eq. (5), to-
gether with the flight-path intervals covered by the measurements. The C(0) configuration fulfils
the conditions for an EPR-type experiment.

3.2 Strange-particle identification
The two-track events recorded are searched for a 1-V topology, i.e. at least one pair of

opposite-charge tracks from a common vertex outside the PC0. The converted photons are re-
jected by a cut on the opening angle. In addition, the direction of the V momentum must cross
one of the absorbers. The events, which contain at least either aKS ! �++�� or a�! p+��

candidate, are further searched for additional� andK� production.
– �Selection.The� selection requires that the positive track of the V has an S1-counter hit,

that it gives no signal in the corresponding Cherenkov counter and that thedE=dx in the
S1 counter is compatible with the particle being a proton. TheKS ! �� contamination
is eliminated by an invariant-mass cut based on the�� hypothesis. Figure 4 shows the
p�� invariant-mass distribution. Events with masses between 1105 and 1125 MeV/c2 are
retained as�s, with only a few per cent background.

π
_ 2Invariant mass  (p     )                 [MeV/c  ]

E
nt

ri
es

Figure 4:p�� invariant-mass distribution. The arrows indicate the cut to select�.
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– K� Selection.A charged track, in order to be identified asK�, has to give an S1�S2
coincidence with no signal in the corresponding Cherenkov and has to cross one of the
absorbers, see Fig. 2a. A lower momentum cut of 350 MeV/c ensures that a charged
particle with a mass lower than a kaon has a velocity well above the Cherenkov threshold.
Moreover this cut helps to reject charged kaons produced by low-momentumK0 (non
back-to-back) and also single pions from unreconstructedKS decays.

4 Data analysis and results
A total of 8� 107 events was recorded and analysed.

4.1 �K+;�K� final states
In order to obtain the�K+ and�K� final states, Eqs. (11–13), the� andK� selection

mentioned in Section 3.2 is applied. The intersections of the� andK� trajectories with the
absorber median planes determine the two corresponding interaction points, thus the directions
of the two neutral kaons. A cut on the opening angle of the two reconstructed directions in the
transverse plane selects the back-to-back kaon pairs. From the event distribution outside the cut,
the contamination of non back-to-back events is evaluated to be�15%.
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Figure 5:�+�� invariant mass vs. momentum. The solid lines show the cuts to select 800 MeV/c

KS.

When comparing the yield of�K+ and�K� events, it is necessary to know the effi-
ciency ratio� = (�K+ � "K+)=(�K� � "K�) where�K+ and�K� are the cross-sections for
reactions (11) and (12), and"K+ and"K� the corresponding detection efficiencies. To measure
�, a calibration data sample was used, consisting ofpp! K0K0 events where one neutral kaon
was an 800-MeV/c KS (! �+��) and the other kaon (always 50%K0 and 50%K0) produced
a charged kaon in the absorber. In Fig. 5 the scatter plot of the�� invariant mass versus the
momentum shows an accumulation around theK0 mass with a mean momentum of 800 MeV/c

corresponding to the back-to-back two-kaon production. A strong mass–momentum correlation
can be seen as a result of momentum resolution. Events within the enclosed area were retained
asKS from back-to-backK0K0 events. For each absorber the ratio of the number of detected
K+ toK� events associated with theseKS is a direct measurement of the efficiency ratio�.
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TheK� mass squaredM2 is determined from the measureddE=dx and momentum, and
its distribution is shown in Fig. 6a for the calibration data sample. The few remaining pions
are tracks which escaped the Cherenkov counter. The large (recoil) proton signal is related to
neutral-kaon quasi-elastic scattering in the absorbers. By cutting on the time of flight, most of
the protons and pions are rejected (Fig. 6b). Figure 6c shows the same distribution with a cut on
the�2 of dE=dx. The ratio of the number ofK+ events to the number ofK� events, when all
cuts are included, gives�Cu = 1:64� 0:06 for copper and�C = 1:60� 0:08 for carbon.

For the�K� events theK� mass-squared distributions are shown in Figs. 6d – 6f, and
indicate that the�K� like-strangeness events are largely suppressed. TheK� mass distributions
with the final cuts are given in Fig. 7, separately for each configuration, C(0) and C(5). The
measured numbers of�K� and�K+ events, obtained from these plots,

N�K� = 1; N�K+ = 16 for C(0);

N�K� = 12; N�K+ = 54 for C(5);

and corrected with the measured efficiency ratios, lead to the intensity asymmetry values,
Eq. (5),

A(0) = 0:81� 0:17 for C(0);

A(5) = 0:48� 0:12 for C(5):

The QM prediction of the asymmetry, Eq. (5), was calculated taking account of the varia-
tion of the flight paths due to the absorber thickness and to the size of the annihilation region in-
side the target. The calculation was performed by simulating the stoppedp distribution in space,
the isotropicK0K0 production and the interaction points within the absorbers, and weighting the
events according to Eqs. (3) and (4). The contribution of the 7.4% ofK0K0 pairs in a symmetric
state was accounted according to Eqs. (9) and (10). The contribution of the estimated 15% of
non back-to-back events was also included.

The calculation results,AQM(0) = 0:93 andAQM(5) = 0:56, are in agreement with the
above measured values. If the wave function were separable as suggested by Furry [2], then
the asymmetryA would be equal to 0 for both configurations, regardless of the amount of
background. This value is excluded with a CL> 99:99%.
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Figure 6:K� mass-squared distributions for theKSK
� calibration events: a) all candidates, b)

time-of-flight cut, c)dE=dx-�2 cut. Also shown are the distributions for the�K� events, with
the same cuts: d) – f).

Figure 7:K� mass-squared distribution of the�K� final sample for a) C(0) and b) C(5) config-
urations.
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4.2 �� final states
Like-strangeness final states are also produced when both neutral kaons interact to pro-

duce� in the absorbers (Fig. 2b). Figure 8 shows the scatter plots of the twop�� invariant
masses for the C(0) and C(5) configurations. A significant signal is only seen for the C(5) con-
figuration. Taking account of the background estimated from the events outside the selected�
mass region, the values of the measured yieldN�� are1� 1 for C(0) and5� 2 for C(5).

The expected number of�� like-strangeness events was calculated from the measured
number of single-� events for two different hypotheses: with interference, according to Eq. (3),
and without interference. The probability for aK0 to produce a detectable� was measured by
comparing the production of�s associated with a 800-MeV/c KS to single-KS production, and
the corrections due to the topological differences were evaluated. The calculation included the
estimated number of single� produced by non back-to-backK0K0 pairs (an equal amount of
symmetric and antisymmetric states was assumed).
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Figure 8: Invariant-mass scatter plot of one of thep�� pair vs. the other for a) C(0) and b) C(5)
configurations. The lines at(1115� 10) MeV/c2 correspond to the� mass cuts.

As a result, if the interference predicted by Eq. (3) is correct, the values of the expected
yieldNQM

�� are2:1� 0:4 for the C(0) configuration and10:2� 1:5 for the C(5) configuration. In
the case of no interference, these numbers become respectively16:8� 3:1 and16:0� 2:7, thus
the values ofN�� reported above strongly favour the QM-predicted strangeness correlation.
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Figure 9: Asymmetry of the measured�K� yields after background subtraction, for the two
experimental configurations. The solid curve is the QM prediction. The dashed line is the pre-
diction for a separable wave function.
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5 Conclusion
Strangeness correlations ofK0K0 were measured far away from the production point. The

neutral kaons were produced inpp annihilations at rest mainly in aJPC = 1�� state. Two ex-
perimental configurations were studied corresponding to 0 and� 1.2�S proper time difference
between the two strangeness measurements. The configuration with zero time difference ful-
fils the conditions of an EPR-type experiment. In both cases, the asymmetries of the yields for
unlike- and like-strangeness events (�K+ and�K�, respectively) are consistent with the values
predicted from QM and therefore with the non-separability hypothesis of theK0K0 wave func-
tion. These results are summarized in Fig. 9. The non-separability hypothesis is also strongly
favoured by the yield of�� events. The probability of satisfying the separability hypothesis of
Furry is less than10�4.
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